This chapter will examine the advantages, challenges, and best practices associated with using models as 'boundary objects' for cross-disciplinary communication and for communication with stakeholders around environmental problems. Interdisciplinary teams of academics are being challenged to take on ever more complex environmental problems, with implications for decision making that reach decades or centuries into the future. Building and running models, and interpreting and communicating model output, have become important aspects of the research agenda for policy-relevant environmental science. Yet, different philosophical and practical orientations towards modeling held by different disciplines, and differences in perception about what models can and should do, are a challenge to interdisciplinary research. We stress how imperative it is to establish adequacy and common ground early on in a cross-disciplinary project through clarifying some decisions that a team must make when designing a model to use as an interdisciplinary research and communications tool (Repko) . We will propose techniques for model construction, use and communication that make models more effective tools in interdisciplinary team settings. Participatory models, which are built, parameterized and run in collaboration with non-academic research team members, are receiving increasing attention throughout several modeling literatures. We will devote considerable attention in this chapter to participatory models as boundary objects for bridging the scientist-stakeholder 'gap' (Van den Belt).
The chapter will begin with a brief introduction that positions modeling as a communications tool in a cross-disciplinary team context. Increasingly, models are not confined to one disciplinary tradition, as multiple correlated environmental impacts must be modeled in any given decision context (Milne, Aspinall and Veldkamp) . In addition, complex environmental problems require tools that can represent uncertainty, represent potential future states of a system, and integrate knowledge from multiple disciplines. Appropriately designed models have the potential to address all of these needs.
We will then describe some of the potential advantages of using models as a tool for interdisciplinary communication in teams composed of scientists from multiple disciplines, and as a tool for communicating with and incorporating input from stakeholders. We propose that, by making assumptions about a system explicit, models can 'force' a discussion of values and worldview orientation towards a system among researchers or stakeholders (Hall and Day) . In addition, models can challenge prevailing beliefs and theories held by different disciplines by probing the boundaries of a system (Epstein) , and can present alternative strategies for accommodating different perspectives and values about how a system can or should operate (Hall, Jourdonnais and Stanford) . All of these functions of models can potentially facilitate communication around complex environmental problems that involve management and policy choices as well as scientific discovery.
The third part of the chapter will describe some of the most common challenges involved in using models as a cross-disciplinary communications tool. Major disagreements over the formulation and use of models tend to involve different perspectives on uncertainty, accuracy, and scale (c.f. (Briassoulis); (Bankes); (Agarwal et al.) ). On a practical level, budgetary, expertise, and time demands for a modeling project can be sources of conflict (Hodges) .
Finally, we will propose some modeling 'best practices'drawn from the literature across several modeling traditions and disciplines, and from our experience as modelers and science communicators. These best practices are intended to help modelers better design models to improve cross-disciplinary communication, non-modelers ask the right questions of their modeling collaborators, and to help create a community of experts on environmental issues that cross-cut traditional disciplinary boundaries. Participatory modeling will be discussed as a tool for structuring communication about a system between academics and non-academic stakeholders (Becu et al.; Schmitt Olabisi et al.) , and best practices of participatory modeling drawn from several modeling literatures will be summarized. This chapter will benefit modelers and non-modelers who choose to work in interdisciplinary teams around complex environmental issues. By delving into the practical and philosophical disagreements likely to be faced when constructing or using a model, we hope to provide a set of topics for teams to discuss before coming into conflict over the elements of a modeling project.
